Enhancing the Sensitivity of Lateral Flow Immunoassay by Centrifugation-Assisted Flow Control.
Lateral flow immunoassay (LFIA) is widely used but is limited by its sensitivity. In this study, a novel centrifugation-assisted lateral flow immunoassay (CLFIA) was proposed that had enhanced sensitivity compared to traditional LFIA based on test strips. For CLFIA, a vaulted piece of nitrocellulose membrane was prepared and inserted into a centrifugal disc. Powered by the centrifugal force, the sample volume on the disc was not limited and the flow rate of the reaction fluid was steady and adjustable at different rotation speeds. It was found that lower rotation speeds and larger sample volumes resulted in greater signal intensity in the nitrocellulose membrane as well as higher sensitivity, indicating that the actively controlled flow on the disc allowed for sensitivity enhancement of CLFIA. To operate CLFIA on the centrifugal disc, a portable and cost-effective operating device was constructed to rotate the disc with a stepper motor and collect the results with a smartphone. The proposed method was successfully applied to detect prostate specific antigen (PSA) in human serum. Standard curves were established for CLFIA and LFIA, and both had correlation coefficients of up to 0.99. Under optimal conditions (1500 rpm rotation speed, 120 μL sample volume), the detection limit of CLFIA reached 0.067 ng/mL, showing a 6.2-fold improvement in sensitivity compared to that of LFIA. With clinical serum samples, a good correlation was observed between PSA concentrations measured by CLFIA and by a bulky commercial instrument in hospital. In summary, this portable, cost-effective, and easy-to-use system holds great promise for biomarker detection with enhanced sensitivity compared to traditional LFIA.